1. A **proud look**. Prov. 6:16–17

2. A **lying tongue**. Prov. 6:16–17

3. A **murderous hand**. Prov. 6:16–17

4. A **scheming heart**. Prov. 6:16, 18

5. A **wayward foot**. Prov. 6:16, 18

6. An **accusing tongue**. Prov. 6:19

7. A **divisive troublemaker**. Prov. 6:16, 19
1. Born again, 2 Tim. 3:14–15

2. Spirit filled, Acts 4:31

3. God called.
   A. Called to a position, Rom. 1:1
   B. Called to a place, Acts 16:10

4. Equally yoked, 1 Tim. 3:2; 2 Cor. 6:14

5. Prayer warrior, Acts 6:4

6. Bible proclaimer, 2 Tim. 3:16–17, 4:2–5

7. Soul winner, 1 Cor. 9:19–24

8. Disciple maker, Matt. 28:19; Acts 14:21

9. Spiritually accountable, Acts 13:2; James 5:16

10. Loving shepherd, Acts 20:28; 1 Peter 5:1–4